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Resources for Early Career Investigators and Scholars have been moved to BOX: 
[Early Career Investigators and Scholars - Research Development Office](#)

These documents are available:

**FY 2020 Air Force Young Investigator Program (YIP) Deconstruct 3.20.19**

**Funding Opportunities and Strategies for Early Career, 11.15.18**


**Funding Opportunities Specifically for Early Career UNH Investigators: Humanities and the Arts – Federal Agencies -- 11.14.18**

**Funding Opportunities Specifically for Early Career UNH Investigators: Humanities and the Arts – Sponsors Other than Federal Agencies -- 11.14.18**

**Funding Opportunities Specifically for Early Career UNH Investigators: National Institutes of Health – Federal Agencies -- 11.14.18**

**Funding Opportunities Specifically for Early Career UNH Investigators: Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM) – Federal Agencies -- 3.20.19**

**Funding Opportunities Specifically for Early Career UNH Investigators: Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM) – Sponsors Other than Federal Agencies -- 1.28.19**

**Funding Opportunities Specifically for Early Career UNH Investigators: Social Sciences, Behavioral Sciences, and Economics (SBE) – Federal Agencies -- 11.14.18**

**Funding Opportunities Specifically for Early Career UNH Investigators: Social Sciences, Behavioral Sciences, and Economics (SBE) – Sponsors Other than Federal Agencies -- 11.14.18**